Computer simulation. Computer simulations were used in order to yield structural models for the frameworks of the MIL-88A-B-C-D series of compounds, both in their contracted forms (narrow pore) and their solvated forms (open pores), and possibly initiate Rietveld refinement of the structures for selected compunds. For each MIL88-X solid (X = A, B, C, D), the starting structural models were obtained from the MIL-88A crystal structure, using our computational "ligand-replacement" strategy (S1) . By substituting in the original MIL-88A topology the required ligand for the fumaric carboxylate, the framework models of MIL88-B (terephthalate), MIL-88C (2,6-naphthalene dicarboxylate), and MIL-88D (4,4'-biphenyl dicarboxylate) were generated that correspond to their observed as-synthesized cell parameters.
In this study, the as-synthesized forms of MIL-88X frameworks were used as initial models for modeling, MIL-88X-as. Starting from each of them, the dried (narrow pore) and solvated (open pores) forms were simulated using the cell parameters obtained by indexing the observed diffraction patterns. The simulations were performed on frameworks exclusively-i.e., in the absence of solvent molecules-in order to yield starting framework models for further Rietveld refinement where solvent molecules could be located from difference Fourier maps.
The computational strategy is similar to the one we used for describing the swelling of the MIL-88A structure (S2) . The main computational step consists of energy minimization for the hybrid frameworks in their original space group, P-62c, relaxing all atomic coordinates and cell parameters in a sequential fashion, enforcing either a contraction or an expansion of the cell, using the observed cell parameters as the targeted values. The key feature here is a use of carefully chosen external constraints along the cell axes-i.e., hydrostatic pressure-so as to enforce the elongation or the shrinkage of the crystal structure along specific cell axes during the energy minimizations. The hydrostatic pressure is therefore applied anisotropically, for example increasing it along a while keeping fixed along c, and vice versa. This pressure is chosen as positive when a shrinkage of the cell parameter is required or negative in the case of an elongation. This way, the initial models for all MIL-88X-as had their energy minimized sequentially, where the anisotropic hydrostatic pressure was carefully adjusted at each minimization step until the simulated cell parameters finally reached the targeted experimental values. This is the key point of these simulations, where the flexible hybrid framework of MIL-88 is enforced to adopt the targeted experimental cell parameters while keeping its network's connectivity identical. The above simulations were performed using the 'minimizer' of Cerius2 suite of software (S3) and the universal force field (S4) with periodic bound conditions. The force field is used as a simple mean to ensure that the so-minimized hybrid frameworks are realistic, i.e., kept within an acceptable range of structural features (bond distances, angles, and so on). Electrostatic interactions were not computed in this work.
Typically, in order to simulate the expected extended cell of MIL-88D-open (a final = 20.04 Å), a negative hydrostatic pressure was first applied along the a axis when minimizing the initial model framework (a initial = 12.05 Å), while keeping the c cell parameter fixed. A second step was needed for applying the adequate positive hydrostatic pressure along the c axis (c initial = 27.50 Å), while keeping the a parameter fixed, in order to converge towards the smaller expected value (c = 22.91 Å). A similar approach was successively applied in order to simulate the crystal structures of all the extended and contracted cells of MIL-88X. All models converged relatively easily towards the targeted experimental cell parameters while maintaining the framework topology within realistic structural limits. Finally, the powder diffraction patterns of the different types of MIL-88X were simulated, and their consistency was checked against the experimental patterns.
Structure refinement. Structure refinements were done using the atomic coordinates from the computer simulation and the program Fullprof2k and its graphical interface Winplotr (S5, S6) . Successive Fourier differences were performed using Shelxtl to locate the approximate position of the guest species (S7). Please note that we propose here only an approached structure of the latter solids filled with solvent. It is obvious that when using powder data with a low signal-to-background ratio, the position of the free solvent molecules, sometimes disordered at room temperature, is approximate, particularly in the case of the largest pore materials MIL-88C and MIL-88D. Exp. conditions : a few mg of MIL-88D has been dispersed on a glass sample holder « Wet pyridine » means that one drop of pyridine has been dispersed on the solid 
